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Georgia
Overall Rank

Georgia is #14 in overall education freedom. The state ranks in the top 20 in every category, and ranks 14th in School Choice 
and Regulation.

School Choice Rank

Georgia ranks #14 for school choice. Georgia does exceptionally well in allowing parents to choose among private 
and charter schools but could do more to expand education choice. Georgia generally respects the autonomy of 
homeschooling families.

Georgia could improve its ranking by establishing K–12 education savings accounts and boosting participation in its existing 
private-school-choice program, making it easier for more charter schools to open and operate, and giving families more 
choices among traditional public schools.

Transparency Rank

In 2022, Georgia lawmakers adopted a proposal that rejects the application of racist ideas from critical race theory in K–12 
classrooms. The proposal1 says, “Each local board of education, local school superintendent, and the governing body of 
each charter school shall prohibit employees from discriminating against students and other employees based on race.” The 
proposal also contains a provision that declares that nothing in the proposal prohibits “the full and rigorous implementation 
of curricula, or elements of a curriculum, that are required as part of advanced placement, international baccalaureate, or 
dual enrollment coursework; provided, however, that such implementation is done in a professionally and academically 
appropriate manner and without espousing personal political beliefs.”

Regulatory Freedom Rank

Georgia ranks 14th in terms of regulatory freedom. Just 17 percent of its teachers are alternatively certified, and the Peach 
State does not allow full reciprocity of teacher licenses. However, a relatively low 18 percent of its school districts with more 
than 15,000 students have a “chief diversity officer.” The state does not use Common Core–aligned tests.

Georgia can improve its regulatory freedom score by significantly increasing the number of teachers who are alternatively 
certified, enabling aspiring educators to enter the classroom via a route other than a university-based college of education, 
or by ending certification requirements altogether. Georgia should also embrace full reciprocity of teacher licenses with 
other states.

Spending Rank

Georgia ranks 15th overall in return on investment (ROI) for education spending. Georgia spends the 37th most per pupil 
among states, spending $13,189 in cost-of-living-adjusted terms annually. Georgia is tied for 32nd place in its combined 
fourth-grade and eighth-grade math and reading average National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) score. 
The Peach State’s public schools employ 0.99 teachers for every non-teacher. Georgia’s unfunded teacher pension liability 
represents 4.6 percent of its state GDP.

Georgia can improve its ROI ranking by improving academic achievement in math and reading on the NAEP and by 
lowering its unfunded teacher pension liabilities.
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NOTE:

1. https://www.legis.ga.gov/legislation/61477
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